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There is a clear trend. touard increasing packing d.ensity on a smaller single chip and wafer

diameter in the integrated. circuit technolory. This trend requires the uni-form formation of the

finer patterns of the higher qualities and accuracies. Especially, recent super-ISl idea requires

the formation of the hlgh qrrality fine patterns of a few micron to submi-cron. These requirenents

for the high quality pattern generation resuft in the use of bhe chronium or chromj-um oxide film

nasks instead of the conventionaf emul-sion mask.

It is not easy, hoh'ever to form fine patterns of the chromium or chromium oxide fiJ-ms of high

accr:racies and manufacture high quality masks using a cornrentionaf wet chemicaf etching techniques

because of uncontroll-able variation of pa.ttern sizes due to an und.ercutting effect, uncontroffabl-e

edge qualities of the patterns due to the rrnexpected deformation of the photoresist pa.ttern at the

high tenperature baking process, and also mask defects such as opaque spots, pinholes, intrusions,

adhesion of dusts on the plabe, and so on. Another disadvantage of the conventionaf wet-chemical

etching process i-s that ihe unform pa,ttern accuracy is not easily obtained for al-I ranges of

pattern size and all over the surface of the large mask plate.

In order bo el-iminate these disadvantages of the conventional wet-chemical process, new gas

plasma etching and photoresist removal techniques are applied to the fabrication of the chromium

and anti-reffective chromium (h2Or/h structure) rn,sks. The Cr or Cr2O, films are deposited by

RF sputtering or evaporation methods. tr'our kinds of gas plasmas, which are generated by high

frequency d.ischarge, are exa,niined to etch the fil-ns. They are the mixed gas plasmas of No. (1);

A.r, CL2 and O2r Uo. (2); He, CI, and 02: No. (3); Ar and CC14 and lU. (4); Ar and CC14.

The Cr flfms can be etched by No. (f), Uo. (2) and No. (4) ea" plasmas, although their etch

rate depends on the deposition methods. No. (f) anO (3) gt" plasmas can etch Ct2Oc fi1:n deposited

by the evaporation method. On the other hand, Cr2O3 film deposited by sputtering method can not

be easily etched by No. (Z) gas plasna. These resu"fts seems to show that the reaction rate or

mechani-sms between these gas plasmas and Cr or CrrO3 films are very sensltive to the c

crystallographical structure of the surface of these fil-ms.

In oqr dried process with gas plasmas, the photoresist which is not post-baked is used as an

etchlng mask is al-so removed sequentially using wet air gas plasrna after etching of the films.

The advantage of orrr dried process w:ith gas plasmas are i-dentified as follows;

a) The etched pa,ttern sizes with high accuracies are easily obtained for all ranges of pattern

sizes because of littl-e undercutting dr:ring gas plasma etching. This result is shown in Fig. I

for positive and negati-ve i:nages formed by gas plasma and wet-chemical- process.

b) A better spatial unlfornity of the accuracies of the etched pattern sizes all over the surface
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c)

d)

e)

f)

of 2.511 and 4rr plate is obtained.

A sharper edge or corner of fine patterns can be easlly obtained because of the etimination of
the high temperatr:re post-baking treatnent of the photoresist.

The finer patterns are easily obtained. comparing w"ith wet process. In photo l, the positive
and negati-ve pa.tterns of the CrrOt/Cr fifm are shown. Their widths are j-n 0.90 Im to 1.05 pm.

Both patterns whose widths are l-ess than l-.0 Jrm are also easily obtained by choosing an

optimum condition of the exposure and devel_opment.

The pattern defects due to pinhole, opaque spot and dust are rer,arkably reduced and mask

quality and yield is increased) A.- 5lir,r,n .,. i:,! 2.
l6sk fabrication process is simplified because of the eUmination of post-baking, cooling and

sequential treatment of prasma etching and photoresist removal.
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